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Reconnect with your environment
Learn about environmental issues, their affect on your community and actions for your involvement.

Water cycle
A fixed amount of water goes round
and round the Earth in a perpetual
cycle connecting all past, present and
future life. Learn more about the water
cycle and what others are doing to
protect precious water resources in
upcoming Tuesday NIE pages.

1. Evaporation: Change of state of
water (a liquid) to water vapor (a gas).

2. Transpiration: Evaporation of
liquid water from plants and trees into
the atmosphere. Nearly all water (99
percent) that enters the roots
transpires into the atmosphere.
3. Sublimation: Process where ice
and snow (a solid) changes into water
vapor (a gas) without moving through
the liquid.
4. Condensation: Process where
water vapor (a gas) changes into
water droplets (a liquid). This is when

we being to see clouds.
5. Transportation: Movement of
solid, liquid and gaseous water
through the atmosphere. Without this
movement, the water evaporated over
the ocean would not precipitate over
land.
6. Precipitation: Water that falls to
the Earth. Most precipitation falls as
rain but includes snow, sleet, drizzle
and hail.
7. Deposition: Reverse of

sublimation. Water vapor (a gas)
changes into ice (a solid) without
going through the liquid phase. This is
most often seen on clear, cold nights
when frost forms on the ground.
8. Infiltration: Movement of water
into the ground from the surface.
Percolation: Movement of water past
the soil going deep into the
groundwater.
9. Surface flow: River, lake and
stream water flows to the ocean.
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Check out these websites
to learn more:
http://oceantoday.noaa.gov/
http://water.usgs.gov/
www.education.noaa.gov/
Freshwater/
www.paseagrant.org

Groundwater flow: Water moves in
underground aquifiers. The water may
return to the surface in springs or
eventually seep into the ocean.
10. Plant uptake: Water taken
from the groundwater flow and soil
moisture. Only 1 percent of water the
plant draws up is used by the plant.
The remaining 99 percent is passed
back into the atmosphere.
SOURCE: NOAA

Write a letter to the editor about why
people should protect water resources.
Support your letter with facts. Send
your writing to axm40@psu.edu for
possible publication in the weekly
“Your Space” feature.

